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AP 2D summer work 
 
1. Visit museum or gallery. Get some information from museum as evidence -brochure, ticket, etc. 
a. Find two artists that interest you. 
b. Write down names and artworks that interest you. 
c. What did the artist do to attract you to their work? 
d. Using 3 words describe their work? 
e. Using 3 words describe how it makes you feel? 
f.   Choose one of the words from above and create a piece of artwork in any medium except pencil. 
g.  Choose one of the words above, and find the opposite word. Create a piece of artwork that shows 

contrast of these two feelings/ideas. 
 
Two artworks 
 

2. Find two news stories that interest you. Create an artwork that uses imagery and words to convey aspect 
of story.  
a.  Print out headlines or parts of the story. 
b.  Choose some words or phrases that interest you. 
c.  Cut and collage these words and phases together and add imagery.   
 
Two pieces of artwork 
 

 

AP 3D Summer work 
 
1.Using only found objects and materials, make a bag, hat, or something you can wear. You may use any 
method to attach materials e.g, glue, thread, staples, tape etc. One artwork 
 
2. Find an ordinary object, recreate this in another material. One artwork 
 
3. Collect an object (min. 6) - e.g., bottles of your favorite drink or candy, food boxes, etc. 
a. Arrange these vertically and photograph them 
b. Bring them to a new location and create a different arrangement and photograph. 
c. Arrange them and add something that does not belong somewhere in the middle  and photograph.  
 
12 photographs total (4 of each) 

 
 
 


